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Michael Jordan returns to Orlando's Tinker Field-Sports, pg. 13

Central Florida Future
•
D Florida is ranked
the 42nd state in
order of college
professors'
average incomes.

The result of these
uncompetitive salaries, many have
argued, is an exodus of highly qualified professors, who are falling prey
to out-of-state institutions offering
higher pay and better overall benefits.

by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

•

A new study shows
that Florida's public university professors are
among the lowest paid in
the nation. Professors'
salaries at UCF rank fifth
out of the state's nine
major public universities.
"Salary increases
over the last lOyearshave
not even kept up with inflation, much less giving
us anything to reward experience and merit," said
Kris Anderson, president
of the United Faculty of
Florida, the group that
conducted the study. "Faculty salaries are actually lower in purchasing
power than they were 10 years ago."
Anderson is currently a sociology
professor at Florida Atlantic University in Boca · Raton and earns
$35,000 annually.
UFF is the teacher's union for
the higher education profession, and
represents faculty in six of Florida's
community colleges and all nine
state universities.

The loss of minority and
women professors has been so great
that FAU president Anthony
Catanese has ordered a study to
determine which professors have
left and why.
The UFF study, which compared data on the state' s salaries and
data on cost of living increases to
other states, found thatFloridaranks
42nd in the nation where professors
at public univ.ersities were earning

an average $43,581 annually. The
average national income for all occupations is $28,253.
But is this average of acrossthe-board salaries misleading? Some
UCFprofessorsearnaround$35,000 •
yearly, while others earn around
$65,000.
"Any average is
misleading; it's like
crossing a stream that has
an average depth of four
feet - you're bound to.
drown when you get to
the part that's 10 feet
deep," said Dr. Martin
Wanielsta, ~dean of the
college of engineering,
where professors' average salaries are among
the highest in the state.
A decade a·go,
Florida allocated 11 percent of the state budget
to higher education.versus 7 percent this year.
And consequently, UFF
argues, the state university system dropped from 25th to
42nd in average professors' salaries
in that 10 year period.
The reason for the drop is
politics and demographics. Dr. Terri
Fine, an associate professor of political science, attributed the lack of
constituent support for higher education to three factors. First, the
Michael Jordan shook his
state has a large base of senior citicleats last Monday when
his team the Birmingham
See SALARIES, page 3
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Barons played the Orlando
Cubs at Tinker Field. The
Barons won 3-2.

ae Kwon Do hits UCF Taco Bel~ expected on campus
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Staff writer

·

Tae Kwon Do students of
all ages and rank gathered at the
UCF Arena last Sunday for the
World Martial Arts Festival.
Olympic gold medalists,
world champions and aspiring athletes competed throughout the day
in an effort to strengthen and display their martial art skills.
The highlight of this event
was a performance given by the
Korean Tiger Demonstration
Team. This team frequently travels to major cities around the world
to exemplify the seemingly limitless capabilities a person can acquire through the study of Tae
KwonDo . .
Grandmaster Sung Lee, a
ninth degree black belt and coach
for the Korean Team, said the
popularity of the sport has grown
.tremendously over the past few
decades. "People are beginning to

realize that Tae Kwon Do is more
than a sport," he said. "It is a
lifestyle open to everyone.~'
Viewed by some as a modern
universal philqsophy, TaeKwonDo
is the Korean art of self defense
which incorporates mental, physical and spiritual concepts. Today,
Tae Kwon Do is practiced by approximately 35 million people in
over 120 countries.
Due to the widespread interest in this sport, it will be an official
event-instead of an exhibition
event-in future Olympic Games.
This festival marked a retirement from competition for world
champion Master Richard Mane,
also known in Orlando as "The Mane
Event." Mane currently studying
film production at Seminole Community College, and hopes to make
a movie in the near future.
"I want to offer a philosophical perspective of Tae Kwon Do
SeeTAE KWON DO, p.2

A proposal includes plans for 16 resta.urants
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Staff writer

----------Bored with the monotony of
the Tropical Oasis and Wild Pizza?
Marriott Management Services, UCF'scampusfoodsupplier,
would like to expand its on-campus
operations and offer a more diverse
number of eating establishments.
Marriott recently presented a
campus food service plan that will
be reviewed by UCF's Food ServiceEval~ation Committee over the
next three weeks.
This proposal, intended to
"enhance residential and retail dining experiences," will add 16 new
restaurants as well as several "quick
stop" food outlets throughout the
campus area.
The majority of these restaurants will be centrally located in a
food court at the student union and
in the union lobby. According to the

UCF Master Plan, both of these
projects should be completed as a
part of Pegasus Circle by January,
1996.
This food court is the principal feature of Marriott's proposal,
and will consist of 11 restaurants
and a convenience store. National
franchises expected to be in the court
include Taco Bell, Dunkin Donuts,
This Can't Be Yogurt and Pizza
Hut. The seven additional restaurants will provide a wide range of
menu options, from burgers at the
Firehouse Grill to cappuccino at the
Liquid Bean.
Chairman of the Food Service Evaluation Committee Jack
Winstead, director of purchasing at
UCF, said be favors the proposal
because it appears to meet the needs
of both the students and the university. "Wedon'twanttoinfringeon
other local businesses by having too
many franchises in our food court,"

Inside

Opinion
A sneek peek at this year's Lollapalloza - p. A3

Are the Democrats just a bunch of socialists-p.4

News
Opinion
Classified
Axis

Sports

he said, "but we do want to give
students the variety and brands they
want to eat."
Jennifer Lupo, director of
public affairs for Student Government, who attended Marriott's presentation meeting, said SG was under the impression that more national franchises would be included
in this proposal.
However, in spite of the fact
that Marriott is the franchisee for
both Dunkin Donuts and TCBY,
Jeff Kownslar, Marriott student services director, said that any more
"branded concepts" in this food court
would be too costly. "We are trying
to avoid paying royalty fees to either the university or a franchise,"
he explained.
A mini food court, to be built
in the student services area by the
fall of 1995, is also a part of their
See FOOD, page 3
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Students get kicked around

•

From Tae Kwon Do,
page1

•

that will serve as a
positive, non-violent
role model," Mane
said. "'fae Kwon Do
is the philosophy of
doing; it involves a
little more than what
Jean-Claude
VanDamme portrays
in his movies."
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Student Bargains
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. Save more. It's bee~~!!1ted before. :·

That doesn't mean you-can't get insurance fron1 -a
good, solid, reliable company. We have coverage just for
you, priced right!
Call me for details. ll

Sleeper & Chair Sets ...................from $199.99

u0Ufe
' fil
· good.handS.

5-Pc. Dinette Sets ........................from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99
Full -Bed Sets .............................. Jrom $ 59.99

Michael A. La Pella, LUTC
1340 Tuskawilla Road Ste 9
On the coq1er of Red· Bug & Tuskawilla
Winter Sp_rlngs, Fl. 32708 ,
·
Bus.:· 407-695-1600

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss the_se savings.

l

1920 Semoran ~_oulevard - v.tsA· /
Store Hours: Mon-Fn 9 a.m.~ 6 p.m .ri·
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m:
-

CORT~

•
•
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•
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FURNITURE RENTAL
'CLEARANCE CENTER
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WUCF-FM

Schedule .

PPogrom

The AfferrnfiYe ad GJ/ud Scu.ce

-
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May, June, July 1994
TIME

.SUNDAY

I

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

4:00 AM
7:00AM

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

TIME

Music throogh the Night
Record Shelf

•

4:00 AM

WUCFMoming

WUCFJazz

7:00 AM

Morning
On

7:55 AM
8:00 AM

ClubdelSol

8:t5 AM
9:00 AM

Spat and Society

Boo~

Quirl<sand

Letter from America

Audiophile

Quarles

America & the World

Aucfrtion

Hispanic Show

Cleveland City

8:00 AM

Club Forum

Nation

8:15 AM

BBC Newshour

10:00 AM

Performance

11:00 AM

Today
Music a

12:30 PM

the Emerald Isle

1:00 PM -.

The Indian Show ··

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Jazz on the Beach

NPR Playhoos.e

11:00 AM
12:00 PM
Atrwlrican Reader

New Letters on the Air

Rebert/James Exchange

Softwar&'Hardtalk

The Italian

The Jewish

Dialogue

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

Chicago Lyric

Brazilian Hour

Sandy Bradley's Potluck

Rhythm Revue

Opera

Soundprint

Wade in

Crossroads

the Water

E-Town

Afropcp Wor1dwide

I

WUCFinthe .

.

Spat and Society

OnBoo~

6:00 PM

Folk Sampler

Jazz After Hours

7:00 PM

The Blues Show

Prima Time Jazz

2:00 PM

Blues Before

4:00 PM

Sunrise

5:00 PM

(after the opera)

Jazz from Lincoln Center

Four Queens Jazz

I

Jazz Classics

•

5:51 PM

Blues on

7:00 PM

Saturday

8:00 PM

Reggae Reflections

Ja.zzset

McPartland's Piano Jazz

Bluesstage

LMng in

Knight Rock

Knight Rock ·

11:00 PM

2:00 AM

1:30 PM

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

12:00 AM

1:00 PM

\

5:00 PM
5:51 PM

12:30 PM

3:00 PM

Memoon

4:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 AM

BBC Outlook

The Bluegrass Show

10:00 PM

•

9:00AM

.;

12:00 PM

3:00 PM

7:55 AM

Tech

the 00s

Knight Rock

\

4:00 AM

.

9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

•

2:00 AM
4:00 AM

•"EARTH AND SKr airs Monday through Friday at 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.
- NPR NEWSBREAKS p.re provided Monday through Friday at
7:01, 8:01, 10:01 & 11:01 am, and at 12:01, 1:01 & 3:01pm.
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Rorida professors' salaries range between$28,000 and 53,000
SALARIES, from page 1

•

•

•

..

zens who are very much opposed to
higher taxes due to their fixed incomes. Second, with a higher crime
rate comes an increased desire by
the public to spend more on crime
prevention and law enforcement.
Third, Florida's tourist based
economy means a large service sector, which is generally less educated
and therefore less appreciative of a
higher education.
The consequence of the low
pay is the loss of professors. "You
can lose your faculty either physically ... by them actually picking up
and moving, or lose them either
mentally or emotionally because
they're not going to be as.enthusiastic about doing as good a job because the financial rewards are not
there," Fine explained.
The.study found the national
average salary was $49,504, with
that at UCF around $43,000. Among

the lowest paid are faculty in liberal
and performing arts, philosophy,
foreign languages, political science,
humanities, social science and education fields. The average Florida
salaries for these fields range between $28,000 and 53,000.
The highest-paid professors
are in the fields of business, engineering and computer science, wh~re
salaries ranging from $38,000 to
85,000.
The reason for the wide gap
between professors' salaries is simply market value. Since there are
more jobs available to engineers
and computer scientists then there
are for foreign language or humanities Ph.d' sin the private sector, competitive salaries are therefore offered by universities so as not to lose
their "high-tech" professors.
This is the paradox of
Florida's higher education budget.
"The same state legislature that created the Gordon Rule, which re-

quired a liberal arts and foreign Ian- we could get a raise is to go to our parison to national averages of the
guage background, is the state that department chairs with offers from same ranks. Additionally, meritand
pays those people the least amount otheruniversitiesandf>rettymuchask performancepaywouldbeawarded
of money," Fine added.
formoremoneyorthreatentoleave." according to mean averages taken
There are four ways for a
From its study, the UFF pro- from
professor to get a raise. First, if the poses to compress salaries accordstatistical information of comstate legislature can put a raise pack- ~in---'"<-t_o_rank
__
of_.__ro_fi_es_s_or_s_hi....__in_c_o_m_-__..._ar_a_b_le_i_ns_u_·tu_tl_
·o_ns_._ _ _ __
age in the budget which allocates
money according to merit, which is
then distributed at the discretion of
the department chairpersons. SecLicensed, Award Winning
Individual expression
ond, the state can vote on an acrossFemale Artist Deana Lippens
with a lifetime uarantee
the-board increase. A third way
comes through promotion within
the ranks of professorship, for example, from assistant to associate to .
full professor. Finally, ·a professor
can go into academic administration, become a department chairperson or dean of a college.
One UCF professor who did
not want to be named complained
that the state legislature wanted it
both ways. "We cannot provide an
Ivy League education at junior col- .
Wrecked I Junk
lege pay," he said. "The only way
((Free Towing is available))

DEANA'S.SKIN ART STUDIO
.
. TATTOOS
.

Wanted!

Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans
Ollt of State Titles Welcome!

Food court to cater to all students

Call: 658-7999
(8a.m.-8p.m.)

FOOD, from page 1

Kownslar said that Marriott Florida Universities it services, are
is trying to accommodate the heavily not as popular at UCF.
food service plan. The Crossroads populated areas on campus that cur"Although I think the proCafe and Food Court will comprise rently ·do not have food services posal is a great idea, it won't affect
eight restaurants which wi11 be fo- nearby. "There are only 1,600 resi- housing at UCF because we are
cused on offering healthier eating dents on campus, half of which have almost always filled to capacity,"
selections with places like Nature's a full kitchen in their apartment," he said Chris McRay, director ofHousGranary and The Sub Connection. said. "We must go after the com- ing at UCF. "Hopefully the new
Marriot plans to design the · muter population at UCF and offer food courts will enhance the'quality
atmosphere of this mini-court in them a simple economic al tern ati ve of the college experienc~ for future
such a way that it will help to "facili- to off-campus dining."
students."
tate a sense of community at UCF."'
ComSome of the most frequent muter stustudent complaints Marroitt man- dents make
WE BAKE OUR OWN BREAD!
agers have received in the past were up 78 percent
about the atmosphere and accessi- ofUCF's enSubs & Salads
bility (or lack thereof) at some of tire campus
their current on-campus facilities.
population;
In response to these com- residents
p1aints, the Wild Pizza and Tropical comprise less
Oasis will be self-serve establish- than 10 perments beginning this fall.
cent. Because
Marriott has also proposed to of this, meal
Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of
(Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema)
build several quick-stop food and plans, which
Equal or
PHONE AHEAD
beverage outlets in various loca- literally enLesser Value ·
FOR PICK-UP.
tionsaroundcampus. There are also sure food
With Medium
plans to build a few drive through sales for the
Drink Purchase
estab1ishments as well as a bever- Marriott at
Expires 12/30/94 .
•
.
UNIVERSITY
I·Nol vahd wilh anyExpires
12/30/94 ·
I
Not Yllil will any Oiiier dscolKll dfer. Nol valid wlde!Wery
....________
other discount o'le: N.JI vahd widelivery:;,}
ageoasisinthebasementofthenew most of the
\:onlers.Vaidwihlliscoupon«tfy.Onepereust011191.•• WE FRESH SLICE OUR SUBS TO ORDER! ~rders Vahdwith~rscou;iononly Onepercustomer
~

Quick. Easy. Cheap.
Future classifieds

.. .

.w

r----1111!"----,
FREE

.~lOWiJrd.@

6'' SUB
FREE

281 1007

parking garage.

__o_th_e_r__1_0____,J

-

-

- -

-

-
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.,..---------------------------------------"Comfortable
... Convenient ........~
THAT'S

ALAFAYA TRAIL
Across from UCF!
*Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments from
$360 ( 1 bedroom) ·to $425 (2 bedrooms).

•Walking distance from UCF
•Covered Parking
•Laundry facilities
•Pool
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning

Enquire about our free rent special!
University
Pasture
12017 Sloan Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(407)273-4097
Sloan
Office hours (M-F) 9-5pm (Sat.) 12-4pm

APARTMENTS

2501 ALAFAYA TRAIL

ORLANDO, FL. 32826

COME SEE OUR
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apartments with:
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control
G E appliances
Mini-blinds
Carpeting
AMPLE parking
Swimming pool
Entertainment deck for your
private functions
2 lighted tennis courts
Basketball court
Lighted, sand-pit volleyball court
,..Open Monday Thru Friday 9-5pm~
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 1 2-4pm
~
( 407) 27 5-8950
,J
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United States needs
to open its eyes, now
Over 1,000 people a day are dying in Rwanda. Cholera,
malaria, dysentery and measles are running rampant among
the hundreds of thousands of refugees fleeing across the
Rwandian border. The water is polluted. There is no food,
proper waste facilities or medical supplies.
TheRwandasituation is a tragedy of mass proportions and
the worst humanitarian disaster in 50 years. But, is it something that the United States should take action toward?
Many people in this country feel it's not in our best interest
to provide aid to other countries when we have so many
problems with homeless and starving people in this country.
While this may be a valid point, this thinking is detrimental to
the massive goal of uniting the world as one. Sure, that goal
is along way away, but to adopt a xenophobistic attitude to the
suffering of other cultures in other countries only serves to
place the goal of world unity a little further out of the grasp of
realization.
Last week on the Ed Till show on WTKS-FM, "Real
Radio"l04.l, the main topic of discussion revolved around
the Rwanda tragedy. To Till's surprise, many of the phone
calls he received were more in favor of staying out of the.relief
effort, saying that it is more important to direct humanitarian
aid toward the problems in this country.
Till should not have been surprised by this response. It is
obvious that many of the people in this country have an
. uncaring attitude to the suffering that occurs around the world.
The prevalent attitude seems to be, "it's not in my backyard,
so it doesn't affect me."
Is this an attitude that should be admonished, or one which
should be delved into a little more closely?
Both are right. For decades, this country has become more
and more a selfish, capitalistic and very cold nation. Much of
this attitude arose from the Cold War mentality that grew .
larger each year, in fear that the United States could be blown
apart at any second. Well, that time has passed, and it is now
time to remove the blinders and open the eyes of the country.
It is time to realize there are other countries less fortunate than
the United States.
Gone are the times of survival-of-the-fittest. That path of
thinking leads to superiority, and an overbearing sense of
superiority leads to disaster.JustlookattheNazis. Do we want
to sit by and watch various cultures around the world disappear and chalk it up to an every-man-for-himself attitude and
s~y, "Oh well, that's too bad, but I'm still here"?
Yes, the United States is considered the most powerful
nation in the world. But does that give us.the right to adopt an
attitude of superiority and look at the rest of the world with
disdain and unsympathetic eyes? We have problems in this
country, but does that mean we have to toss aside the horrors
of the rest of the world and act as though they never happened?
No. We are the most powerful; therefore; we need to.
take on the role of father to the .world and watch out for
those l~ss fortunate and sma11er. We have the power to
handle both domestic tragedies as well as foreign. Sure, we
may not be doing all that great a job at handling both
problems at the same time, but where did the fault for that
come from?
It comes from us. We elected the officials whom we
blame for all the problems. We are to blame for our own
actions and are responsible for those actions. People
around the world need our help, and it is time we stopped
being so damn selfish and answered the cries of suffering.
It could be possible to kill two birds with one stone and
use one tragedy to help another. Let's send the homeless
peopfe capable of working to Rwanda to help. If the
homeless in this country feel that they have it pretty bad,
let's pack them up with relief supplies and give them some
training and send them to Rwanda. Their payment would
be food, water, shelter and, hopefully, a sense of purpose.
Sure, it would be hard work. It might even be pure hell.
This is by no means a cure to the problems of Rwanda or
the homeless situation herein the United States. It is, however,
a suggestion thrown out to those nationalistic and selfish
citizens of this country who are content to bicker endlessly
while one person in Rwanda dies every minute.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

My dog
Jason Swancey
Sean Perry
David G. Barnett
Armando Solares
Jorge Alverez
Rodney Ellison
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Reparations to blacks for slavery a;bad idea
Nobody but the ignorant will tell you that racism is not still very
much alive today. Nobody but the bigoted will tell you that the
institution of slavery is. one of the darkest blemishes on this
country's history. And nobody alive today, save the naive, could
possibly expect to be compensated for SOJT).ething that was outlawed 129 years ago.
LastSaturday,hundredsofpeoplemetirtDetroitforthearlnual
N'COBRA convention - the National Coalition of Blacks for
Reparations in America Basically, the group wants the government to compensate bla,ck Americans for the torture and slavery
of blacks before the Civil War. They sight as justification the 1988
success of 60,000 Japanese-Americans who won $20,000 cash
payments from the goveinrnent for having been forced into
interment camps during World War II. Fortunately, N'COBRA
represents only a smallrninoriry ofblacks. However, their supporters include Rev. Jesse Jackson and U.S. Rep. John Conyers, DMich.
Well, if N'COBRA is demanding "reparations" for something that has been outlawed since 1865, and that they were not
directly affected by, then I have a few demands of my own. My
family history goes back quite aways, and I think I can .Prove that
way back when, one of my Christian ancestors was fed to the lions
for the amusement of the Romans. Therefore, I demand that the
cilrrent government of Italy, give me a nice fat "reparations"
check.
Absurd reasoning? Of course. The idea of paying anyone
alive now for injustices that happened five or more generations ag9
is an extremely unwise idea, for a number of reasons. First, ifsuch
a reparations program for black Americans was ever implemented, how would the government go about deciding who to give
money to and who not to? In the case of the Japanese-Americans, it was simple: only those who suffered the gross injustice of being
displaced into interment camps were paid. But since there are no
surviving former slaves, the question becomes much harder. Do
all black Americans getpaid?Thatwould not be to equitable, since
not every black alive today has ancestors who were slaves. So do
only those who can prove their ancestors were ~laves get paid?
Again, that would not work out too well, since birth records of
slaves were often not kept at all.
Now, I hope that I do not come off as insensitive to the black
community. Certainly, the fact that they, as a group, remain near
the bottom of the social/economic ladder is partially due to the
racist and oppressive governments of the past. But the past is just
that - the past - and the only way for blacks or any minority
group to improve its future outlook is to live in thepresentand work
for a better future.
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The major issue with N' COBRA, it seems, is not so much the
history of injustice to blacks, but their current poor economic
status. The group argues that, despite civil rights legislation and
affirmative action programs, it is still often a major economic
handicap to be black in America today; as such, it is only fair that
some sort of settlement is reached.
While all this is quite true, following N'COBRA's logic,
Mexicans, Asians, Italians, Jews, Catholics, homosexuals, and
communists should all take their place in line for government
"reparation" checks, because all these minorities have suffered
injustices at some point in American history, and most of them still
do. Hey, even I should get a "reparations" check, because
journalists are often looked down upon by society, not to mention
the violence we often encounter!
In all seriousness, though, look at it this way: Chinese
immigrants in the late 19th century were all virtually slaves to the
railroad conglomerates and sweat-shop owners. Though they
legally were classified as "free" individuals, they suffered from
racism just as much as blacks. In fact, their quality oflife was often
worse than that of a slave, since staves were regarded as valuable
property, while Chinese immigrants were looked upon as cheap,
expendable labor.
So now what? Hand every Chinese-American a huge roll of
cash? Obviously not. History is full of countless reminders that
people are often treated unjustly for arbitrary reasons. Giving
someone a few thousand dollars does not make up for years of
oppression. Only by the continuing struggle of whites and nonwhites alike to achieve a society free of racism can past injustices
be put to rest.
To pay someone for the injustices done to his or her ancestors
does nothing but create another injustice. Where do you think the
money would come from?Fr~ taxes paid by people like me. I'm
a 21-year-old white male, and obviously I had nothing to do with
the institution of slavery. As a newspaper editor, I am in a position
to hire and fire people, and not once in my year and a half on the
job have I ever made an employment decision based on race. So
not only myself, but hundreds of thousands of others like myself
would be penalized for the sins of our ancestors.
And this N'COBRA calls justice?
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Have Americans lost focus on the work ethic in this country?
•
•

•
•

.

•

Working a monotonous, dead-end, pay-nothing, repetitive, no-brained, boring job is just a fact of life for a lot of us
college students. It isn't really anything to brag or write home
about; it's just something you have to do to pay the bills.
It was about 11 :15 p.m. on just <1;nother Saturday night.
There I was, at my beloved Burger King job, trying to get a
head start on getting the trash cans out of the dining room
before closing.
My mood was unpleasant, bordering on homicidal. MoAs that thought ran through my head, Justo spoke. Justo
ments earlier I had dealt with a woman who was obviously doesn't speak English all that well. Couple that with the deep
unhappy with life, who felt like sharing her hatred for the voice that comes with his 6-foot-2, 220-pound body and his
world with me, Average Joe Burger King Worker. Every now Latin American accent, and sometimes he is downright hard
and then a person like this comes in, complains and whines and to understand. However, these words he spoke were crystal
really tries his or her hardest to make your night as awful as clear. They are words I hear Justo say a lot.
possible.
''If you work hard, you can have anything you want," he
Sometimes these people even get to you, and for me, this said. I just nodded in agreement as I stood up straight and
was one of those nights. I was just going to bury myself in adjusted the way my shirt tail was tucked into my jeans.
doing the dirty work until we closed, hoping that, by then, I'd
He continued, "I saw that car five months ago and said, 'I
be in a better mood. It was nice not having to wait to get want that.'"
.
cheered up.
I glanced over at it and nodded my head yet again. He took
I was straightening up a garbage bag when I looked over his hand and put it on my shoulder and I looked over to him.
my shoulder to see an imposing image of a man staring out the , Justo spoke those unmistakable words again.
doors. It was a co-worker of mine, Justo, and imposing is just
"If you work hard, you can have anything you want," he
the way he looks.
said as be confidently smiled and began to walk back to the
He was staring at his latest consumption of American kitchen .
credit - a new Jeep. It wasn't as much of a stare as it was an
Suddenly I was in a good mood. The angry customer was
onlook of admiration. There was an undeniable contentedness out of my mind; the factthat I was at Burger King on a Saturday
in his eyes and he was smiling an unmistakable grin of night wasn't even bothering me. Instead of burying my head
fulfillment.
in work, trying to get ~ome anger out of my system, I began to
Justo noticed me glancing at him and he nodded his head think about the little conversation that Justo and I had.
towards the doors. He said "look," so I did. Yep. His Jeep was
. Burger King is just one of three jobs for Justo. He tries to
still there. At the time I couldn't understand why he was so work 14 hours a day, at least, between two jobs a day. This guy
blatantly staring at his new vehicle.
doesn't have to do_this. Justo could easily settle for one full-

Right or left? Who
are the Democrats?
The merits of conservative
and liberal doctrines: Part 1
What is that great liberal hodgepodge sitting on the throne
of a dying republic? Who are the Democrats?
To understand the nature of this party is to understand the
flawed concepts of socialism, liberalism, communism and
Marxism.
The Democrats are the liberal champions of these four
"ism's" in the United States. These misdirected thinkers and
dangerous exploiters of society's fears and ignorance come
from vari<?us backgrounds, with conflicting ag~ndas. But they
hold a set of common goals - to redistribute the national
wealth in a "fair" way, and to interfere in personal and
• commercial life through government in the name of false
freedom and illusions of justice.
There are six major groups in this rainbow coalition: poor
interpreters of individualism, Democratic politicians, special
interest groups, indoctrinated Americans, segments of the
Catholic population and members of the National Educator's
• Association.
Each group has a separate agenda of goals and a unique
view of wliat is "fair." Unlike Republican subgroups, which
• are more homogenous ideologically, they are known for
selfish definitions of justice crafted around their interests.
Examples include theNAACP's right to special quotas due to
centuries of oppression, feminists' insistence that women's
claims of rape be believed without question, and atheists' dual
suits for injunctions against school prayer and court orders
directing schools to teach that science indicates there is no
god- atheism. Republicans are not necessarily less selfish in
their actions, but they tend to be more absolute in terms of a
stationary set of values. Democrats are more apt to define
morality around their needs - they are close cousins of the
most evil Machiavelli.
Many Democrats adhere to the principles of individual
liberty espoused by 18th centuf)< philosophers and embedded
in the Constitution. Unfortunately, these men have seen the
light, but are walking the road to hell.
Left-swaying individualism stresses diversity, accentuates victims' needs, and utterly fails to recognize the balancing
- side of obligations between individuals. Democratic policies
of paying the poor and buying hope through spending reflect
their failure to recognize that freedom is a reciprocal act.
Individualism promises liberty, but demands individual
re pon ibility to society. Without a sense of self-control over

one's destiny, there is no freedom. Succes·s and achievement
have been directly correlated to internal locus of control,
among social scientists' research.
John Stuart Mill, one of the first British individualists,
said, "Over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is sovereign."
This is the end of individualism from the left' s view.
Yet, Mill also states, "The only purpose for which power
_can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized
community, against his own will, is to prevent harm to others.
His own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient
warrant."
From the last sentence, it is clear harm can be physical or
moral.
Mills meant freedom ends when you begin affecting
others morally or physically in a negative manner. It is
justifiable to ban drugs, since addicts commit crimes. !tis good
to regulate standard norms, since deviants corrupt others to act
in socially unacceptable terms.
Democratic po Iiticians such as Frankli~ Delano Roosevelt
and Bill Clinton follow this bastardized/irresponsible form of
liberty, which is actually the beginnings of socialism.
Clinton' s new crime bill will allow criminals to defend
themselves, with deadly force, against arresting officers during warranted arrests. There is no sense of personal responsibility.
Criminals who have violated laws may shoot a policeman
performing his duty because he is in danger - yet, all rights
end when one fails in obligations in true individualist thought.
The redistribution of wealth found throughout the American welfare program and progressive taxes shows the trend
towards socialism. It is acceptable to tax the rich more because
it benefits the group (society)- a basic tenant of collectivism.
Yet, the personal actions of Democrats reflect their hypocrisy and lack of trust in socialism. Clinton wants to move
towards public education for ·an, as demonstrated in his
attempts to remove private education tax credits and vouchers-yet his daughter attends one of the best American private
schools. The Kennedys, champions of feminist doctrine, are
known womanizers, and one of them is a potential rapist. It is
conceivable that Democrats support socialism only due to its
close natural ties with liberalism, and its potential to buy the
votes of victim-oriented Americans.
The eye of the leftist beast has been ~hown, later articles
will explore the remainder of the Democratic Coalition. The
triad of conservative Republican thought - responsible individualism, capitalism, and representative democracy- will
be explored last as the one real great hope for freedom.

time job, support his family and have time for himself. But to
him, life isn'tjust about survival-it's about succeeding and
getting ahead.
Justo is living in a world that too many of us take for
granted-that we just kind ofexpect to come to us. He' s living
in a land that's only supposed to be a dream for people. That
land is the land of opportunity.
I'd like to think that if I put a baseball uniform on this guy
and gave him an apple pie to hold, he'd become a Norman
Rockwell painting. His mindset is pure Americana; his spirit
is the dream that this country was founded on. But for a lot of
people a picture of him would not capture any of that for one
very simple reason.
Could Americans look at a picture of a man born and raised
in El Salvador and be inspired to think of the ideals and ethics
that this country was founded on? For too many of them, that
answer is a simple "no," because they would not be able to see
beyond the darker color of Justo's skin .
· A l.ot have people have forgotten America is a me~ting pot.
It' s these people I worry about. These people would probably
complain that hard workers like Justo come to this country and
take away their jobs. The fact of the matter is that if these
people shared the American dream of hard work and success,
they would never have to worry about their own jobs.
More p~ople in this country need to be walking up to
average Joe Burger King worker and saying, "If you work
hard, you can have anything you want." Unfortunately, not
enough people think like that as often as they should. Instead
too many people go around hating the world, ·complaining,
bitching and moaning until Average Joe Burger King Worker
is in an unpleasant and nearly homicidal mood.
Just the way of the world? If the dream is in your heart, then
it doesn't have to be.

It's a very sad state of affairs. I'm disappointed with the
lack or response this p~per has received from the student
body.
Since l' ve become cditorof the opinion section, I have
been trying to establish a solid soapbox for students and
faculty to air their opinions. I especially wanted letters in
response to the aniclcs that arc being written.
So far, the response has been ve1y disconcerting. I tried
to get something going hy printing what l considered to he
a fairly controversial atticle hy Robert Your.
Two weeks ago Voor's article came out against birth
control, because he feels it is just another frnrn of ahrntion.
In it, he said homosexuality wa<;anahomination. Now, these
two stands go against evc1ything I believe in. and this is
apparent ha-;cd on my two editorials hefore this one where
I came out as a proponent of gay rights and pro-choice.
Now, I know Voor's article angered a lot of people. It
angered me. Actually, it did at first, hutthenaslrealizcdhow
misinfonned Voor is, I blew it off as sad.
·1knew his technical explanation for how the Pill works
is inco1Tect, h.ut I wanted to mn it anyway to show how
clouded and misinfonned many "Ch1istians'' are on suhjccl'i about which they know nothing, other than what they
are told in their religious propaganda.
I decl inc here to offer up any medical dctai ls on how the
Pill works, because I don't know the exact details. It would
he foolish of me to venture into an area of which I know Iittle
about and fall into the same pit of ignorance in which Mr.
Your finds himself hopelessly lost right now.
However, there were three women at the UCF Health
Center who called and seemed a little pc11urhed at Mr.
Voor's misconceptions. I asked one of the women to get
together with the other two and write a response to Your's
aiticlc. It's been over two weeks and so far, nothing.
Voor's aiticlc wa'i p1intcd because he had an opinion,
albeit a 1idiculous one, wrote it down and submitted it to me.
I ran it, because that is what this section is all about-a fornm
for debate and for people to express their opinions. If you
disagree with him, or anyone who writes for this section,
then it is up to you to show how wrong the cont1ihutors arc.
Without a conu·adicto1y stand against Voor's views,
people ai·cn't going to he able to read the other side of the
story. Many of my friends found Voor's article offensive,
but they arc just as guilty of laziness .
..Oh this sucks. I can't believe he's saying that. ...
What's on TV?"
However, in acertain respect, Isort ofa~rrce with a friend
of mine. He is gay and Ch1istian. I gave him a copy of the
aitidc. He read it and laughed. I asked him if he wanted to
write a response. He said no, because it was too 1udicrous to
even bother with. Perhaps.
-DAVID G. BARNETT

Opi11iv11 editor
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Professional typing in my home allows
metooffermyservicesatveryresonable
rates. Term papers, reports, resumes,
coverletters,etc. Foryourconvenience, .
I have a FAX, so your drafts can be
faxed, saving you a delivery trip. CALL
JANE SPRING at 645-0800. I'm only a
phone call away. .

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: Attr~ctive, WM, _23 looking f~r good
Earn up to $2,000+/month working looking WF for discrete daytime fun.
on Cruise fhips or Land-Tour com- Write: Tim at 11488 E. Colonial Dr.,
------------1 panies. World travel. Seasonal & Orlando, Fl. 32817. Photo/phone
For Sale "Cheap" 18 month pkg., Full-time employment available. No please.
M/F N/S. Room is master bedroom ~360 or 9 month pkgs $225. Loca- experience necessary. For more i---.,.---------~
w/private bath. 180/mo + 1/3 util. :~~~su;T:~~enter.Ca11Pat671- informationcall1-206-634-0468ext. SWM, attractive, 31 years of age, Termpapers&resumesatterrificrates.
Call 2 _
___
a_e_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, C5418
independently wealthy, and just out 281 _8888. M-S 9-9 Genny.
82 8183
t-------------1 of a ten year monogamous relationFurnished Room: private bath, Earth tone sofabed w/matching ·skin Care Attendants: will train, earn ship, seeks attractive SWF, 2 1 - 3 0 t o - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
kitche~, phone and cable TV privi- loveseat, excel. cond., $375, good money in a pleasant, relaxed travel and have fun with. Call 767Shelly's Typing Service: term paleges in a large home. Close to UCF Yamaha stereo $250, Two Steely attmosphere while doing your home 5256 (leave message)
pers,
thesis, word processing, mailDan tickets for Aug 19th in Tampa work. Apply M-F 10-6 8575 South
$75/wk. 658-8937
ing
lists,
labels, spreadsheets. Rea$50, Gladiator/sit up bench $45. Call 17-92 #205 Fer~ Park.
sonable
rates, fast, efficient serLyn 438-4574
To/PISTS
vice. Close to UCF. 275-5809
·Share 2/2 house with liberal N/S.
Vehicle
Manager
needed,
W/D, privacy fence, nice. $285+ 1/
UCFStudent Governinent--20 hrs/
Schwinn Traveler, extra light, 10 week $4.75/hr. Apply in Student A+ Typing and Word Processing
2 util. 695-8519
spd, mens bike w/tire pump+ lock,
auality work'. a u1ckresuts.
·
I 1
M/F,share2/11/2, (no pets), Univ~ $
Ch
Center 155
WORDMASTERS
50;
est€r drawer 4 big drawers
Call today! (407) 366-7123
T ·
Apartments across from U.CF $40, 679-4684 eves.
Days or Evenings, FT or PT data
yp1ngandresumeservice.Since1986
$212.50+ 1/2 util., $'125 dep. 277entry position. Flexible hrs, great fori------------~for all your student needs. IBM and
9233 k f Ell
laser equip. Same-day service avail.
as or a
students, close to UCF and Valencia K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
We've moved, call for info. 277_9600
NS/MF to share 3/2 Hse in Alafaya Wedding Gown: Ivory, beautiful, East, $5.50 to start. Send Resume:
Wood~$33~uW.inci.Av~LNow!pearls and seq~ns, s~e a Pa~ LPS, 5471 Lake Howell Rd #236,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

------------1

•

l

t-·----·-------.---

1-------------1

366-7848 Ann

$1200 asking $375. Call 382-3993 WP, Fl. 32792 Attn: Mike/Evelyn

·

SERVICE: Do you· need $$$$ to
tlon, walk to school, washer/dryer, AC excellent condition runs and college? We will find private secto
funding for you. Give you a writte
ceiling fans. $490 @ mo .. Call 1_- loo ks good, very de pendable
money back quarantee. Call 1-40~
800-77.7-4366 (push 2) Voice Mail $1300/0BO. 677-8413
.
223-8045
#839, or 654-1858 (l~ave msg)
~PT for Rent: 2BR/2BA, great loca- Ford LTD Station Wagon: '84, new
1

1

:st

..

~~~~~ ~:?:,~~

Needed; Full or part time personnel
Flexible Shifts available to fit your schedule.
Class 11 0 11 security license or certificate required
$5.25PH after training
· $6.50PH for temporary specials
(407)332-7600

ARBOUR VILLAGE APARTMENTS.

,

1i600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

. STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALs .

.•
..•
'

,·

(.

1 & 2 BEDROO.M APARTMENT HOMES

Private· Clubhouse
•
2 ·pools & sauna
·•
Complete ·fitness center . · •
Sand volleyball·court
•
• Lighted tennis court
• Lighted basketball court •
~
• 2 laundry facilities

-B reakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space . · ,
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school ·
24-hour emergency maintenance

THE .PERFECT APARTMENT HOME IN THE IDEAL LOCATION

..
•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. .Ot from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
left on Alafaya Tr'ail, on the left.

LARGE SPACIOUS APARTMENTS-EXCELLENT AMENITIESMINUTES FROM UCF ON ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

r . . BRING rniScowoN'iNFOR-'

I
I
I

, ___________

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; -SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

\.

Pentium·60/512K VLB
486DX2·66/128K VLB
486DX·40/128K VLB
486DX·33/128K VLB
486SX·33/128K VLB
486DLC-40/128K ISA

$1,949
$1,369
$1,269
$1,249
$1,189
$1,139

.

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

~ ---.

-~----

168
468

8
20
150
70

30

20
164

Microsoft Mouse
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1760DF
15" CTX 1561
14.4 Fax Modem
Flightstick
250VA UPS
Surge Arrest wltel

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

25
30
12

440
110

89
42
109

29

Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, 4.MB RAM, 213 MB HDD, 1.2 MB and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard, Case
w/250 Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.21, Windows 3.11, Logitech Mouse

NEC 510 3X CD ROM 409
Pro Audio Spectrum 16 119
Sound Galaxy NX Pro
Panasonic CDR 562
169
Sound Blaster 16 Basic 109
80 \Natt Speakers
Mitsumi CD ROM
99
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
99
LABTEC PC Speakers
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

(At the corner of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

ROA-DWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM"f

~
~),

Th~po~itioos!~~~!nsand~m~

trailers with packages weighing up to 100 lbs. (avg. weight is 20 lbs.)
• Earn $7 /hr. while you stay in shape •
• Tuition assistance after 30 days.
• Work 3 to 5 hrs. a day.
•Monday-Friday workweek. No weekends!
• Work the shift that best fits your class schedule:
2:30 am - 7:30 am or 5:30 pm - 10:30 pm
• Opportunities for advancement into management with a
$1 BILUON proven leader in the small package delivery market
and ~he fastest growing subsidiary of $4.2 Billion Roadway
Services, Inc.

FANTASTIC PRICES ON MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS

7359 Lake Underhill Road

I

YEAR-ROUND PART-TIME
.JOBS AVAILABLE AS

CUSTOMIZATIONS
-------. --- .
----- --- ----. ------- -----

Extra 4 Meg RAM
Extra 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE with 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
540 MB Hard Drive
425 MB Hard Drive
251 MB Hard Drive
Extra 128K Cache
250 MB Tape Drive

8/31194

tf-t~t9/f///'41

· Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs
----· -·---. --- ------·-. --- .------ ....

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- EXPIRES

CALL US FOR MORE .INFORMATION-365-8388

· ~ S~1"t!~!:~.~~l~s
/------------.
DELUXE
SYSTEMS
-------. ---- ------- ----- --- ---- -------- ---- --

I
$300.00-0FF 1·
YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT .,,,I

99
69
19

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658-9615

Apply in person
9 am - 2 pm • Monday - Friday

Orlando, FL
EO/AAE
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Perry Ferrell and Smashing Pump
by SEAN PERRY
· Axis editor

Lollapalooza is back, in more thanjustthe
literal sense. The traveling festival of :fresh new
bands, side-shows, technologic creativity and
psychedelic fashion is coming back to Central
Florida on Aug. 16, when they set camp -at the Faigrounds in DeLand.
Last year's line-up, which included ArrestedDevelopmentand Alice in Chains, as well
- as other "coll)IIlercially alternative" bands, festered many complaints, as did its lack ofcreative
side-shows. As a.result, :frontman of the nowdefunct Jane's Addictiqn and mastermind behind the originai Lollapalooza festival in 1991,
Perry Farrell, has jumped back on board and
grabbed the reigns. He began by enlisting the
mostobnoxiously unique acts in the music world.
With a second stage which has small label
acts such as the English Stereolab and country
b~d Lambchop, from Na8hville, and a third
stage that could, on any given day, present the
best in improvisational arts, Lollapalooza '94's
activities have silenced last year's critics .
."' i'he line-~p, which, by some comparisots{rl\'~ jliis<suifuheifs retu.~·Rof the ~storic ,,_
·
tockfes · · )nSaugerti~s,N.Y1 iq~lu
·' tum

bf\

·.

li '

,. . d Parp . "'

.r

·~7~1
• NickCave & The.Bad
•A Tribe Called Quest
•The Breeders
•George Clinton & P-F
• Beastie Boys
•Smashing Pumpkins.
~

ffiuiS~ di;:&.~.

~:;:;;n:tfiilit; ·
-eiSt~.
...,
;,".

' ".J(~fugWithlfarrcll's tradition ofselect-

u, · *" 1ing.less.er k:noWn ~ts and greeting them with
St.adititttJike e;qx>sµre, Nick Cave and the Bad

Seeds, 'Ibe Breeders ~d A Tribe Called QQeSt
represent the cute little freshman invited to this
year's dance.
oiteof themostanticipatedshows arrives
in the fonn of three skaters from the Bronx who
made it big witb Ure '80s anthem of juvenile
rebellion 'Tau1Revete" andthechorus"Yougot
toFight,FotYourRigb~toPaftY!''TheBeastie

Boys, whose eclectic mix.has earned them rave
critical reviews with their two follow-ups to

Nick Cave Artd The Bad Seeds

licensed.To Ill: PautsBoutiqueand Check Your
Head. The threesomebas experimented whh a
cornucopia ofsounds while always maintaining
that axis of funk. With their lat.est release, Rl

SECOND STAGE
•Charlie Hunter Trio
•Shudder To Think
•The Boo Radleys
•KingKong
•Stereolab

ns resurrect this year's festival
/

Communication, paving its own path on the
· charts, tbey have on~~ again established a ne"'f.tr
route for their creaqyity.
·
''We finished the Check Your Head tour
around Thanksgiying '92," Mike D expl~ in
a prior press rel~. ''We W! ., ""r tour.f~eight
months, then w~t~k five m
;ff. Ulen we
star}¢ on th~qpw albumin
prkyWejust
go~,·
' " r, &etu .an
' · dient, and
kto
u

Beasfie Boys

·\;1~~rl~trlpio

likes of1f<tU,a Rundgre
~ Jlie'festival will inclti.

. J~

;~;.:~~~~-~

of dehydration¥ictims-·apa the"iiieh*6~;vati 1;
ous foods has ~n grea}iy~xij~<Mi' t~~~ 1he ChameleQn ~m offer ~~t~~reality" ride while conce.tt-g~rs clffi w~tch
MTV productidils on
'yideb screerisf or .
find a datewiUi"theinteractive.date machine, ,
With Peity ,parrell'.s assistancei the . ,
I..oUapalooza festival has 'resurfaced asJhe
first and last word in live music·and .cre~tive
arts. The event may boast ~liners ,'like
Smashing Pumpkins and Bea§~ Boys? but '
Farrell has remained consistentw:itl:d:herootS " ·
of the Lollapalooza dream and included virtUally unexposed acts as well!
As Farrell explained to Spin magazine
last week, "They're using my smirk [on promotions], so it better, be good;'-t.
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Bouncing Soul and Guttennouth are
Offspring of a new punk combination
by TOM DIPAOLO
Axis writer

neous bunch led by the craziest
frontman I'd ever seen.
The band was Guttermouth,
and it got the crowd so juiced that
practically the whole floor had
turned into one giant pit.
Spectators were stage-diving
like Greg Louganis on X. The lead
singer looked Jike your typical college Joe but was an animal on stage.
He proceeded to hang him-'
self by his mike chord with enough
energy to jump start a Harley.

D.V.M

ood Dud le

Ignition.
If people had been pittin' it

before, then what was going on at
A co-worker andlapproached
thi.s moment was on a completely
the Edge's outdoor shed-like venue
different level.
that normally houses various reggae
The floor had become a teambands with aggression last Friday.
ing entity in itself as body by body
Due to some pre-show partywas knocked about and leapt upon
ing, we had already missed one of
by psycho crowd divers.
No amount of security could
the many openers, but according to
have controlled the frenzy that Offothers, we hadn't missed much.
The genera] vibe of the surspring created.
Offspring c_ombines the
roundings was like a giant war~
power and angst of punk
house party. A motley
with some of the catcIPcrew of denizens was
est sing-along melodies
strewn about, from punks
I've ever heard.
and skaters to wannabes
After the lead voand frat guys, just melcalist told security to take
lowing in the dank sima hike, he invited the
mering scene.
whole crowd up on stage,
However, this all
and the place went bal11schanged abruptly when
tic !
Bouncing Soul took the
There was no enstage . .
core, due to noise ordiThe lead guitar.ist
nances, but the band concame running out lo9king
tinued to hang and talk
like he just finished readwith the fans , keeping
ing a "How to get that punk
true to its laid back West rock look" pamphlet.
- Coast attitude.
Garbed in the grubbiest Offspring rocked the outer- Edge Friday.
They could have
rags ever and sporting a
mohawk and all -the right -body Guttermouth totalfy encouraged au- used a little more energy in their
piercings, he could have easily stood dience participation throughout its stage show, but with its catchy tunes
in for one of the Exploited had one set, especially when the backup and the infectious control it has over
the crowd, Offspring will become a
mikes went out.
of them taken ill.
Next came out the lead singer,
Thesinger'smike, which was · major contender in the glut-ridden
who looked like a cross between . still operiible, was passed out into music scene.
AC/DC'sAngus Young in his trade- the crowd; however it was only to
mark schoolboy attire and a per- have the crowd waste time yelling ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
fectly quaffed British polo player.
phrases like "Nirvana rules!" and
As the rest of the band kicked ''Keep punk underground!"
in, the previously sedated crowd
Well, I hate to. break this to
went nuts. A decent sized pit had you folks, but punk will not stay
started as the Soul kic~ed· -out its underground, and will not be a sacred and private music alternative.
basic three-chord anthems.
The band members exerted a It will be just as mainstream as
lot of energy, and even occasionally grunge was earlier this decade.
some humor;as in their version of
And when concert shirts are
Modern English'·s "I'll Stop the being sold at $20 a pop, it's hard to
stay truetotheD.l.Y. attitudeofold.
World and Melt With You."
After a long wait, Offspring
All in all, it was a pretty good
opener, except they ruined their took the stage. Completely confi"punk" credibility by telling the dent with a touch of cockiness, the
crowd to buy their cheesy "Ban foursome tore into -song after
bootboy song from their latest reMTV" T-shirts.
Next up was a totally sponta- lease Smash and from their first disc

J(aplan and get
a h1gHer score...
take

Class Starts July 30, 1994

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1 ~800-KAP-TEST

KA PEAN

The Answer to the test question

$50,000 REWARD FOR

Entry forms and contest rules available at Post Time Lounge & Cafe
from any staff member.

~
USED
CD'S

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POST.ERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
·TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-S897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

Contest a_
p plicants must be 18 years old and up!
A local competition starting on thursday, June 23rd and continuing every thursday Night for the next eight weeks. ( Limited
to 10 contestants per week)
Contestants will appear first in a western wear outfit, and then in a
· swimsuit outfit. Tee-back/thongs are not permitted.

Weekly winners:
1st Place $200 and prizes
2nd Place Prizes

Grand Finals, August 18th
Grand prize winner advances to the national finals in las Vegas,
Nevada on December 1st for $50,000!
•$500 in Jewelry from International Diamond Center
•$300 Gift Certificate from Western Boot World
•All Expense paid trip for two to Las Vegas
•and more...
~

Post Time Thanks the following sponsors:
K-92FM, Continental Airlines, Glamour Shots,
Western Boot World, International Diamond
Center, Banana Boat Sun Care
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E & CAFE

2500 S. Highway 17-92, Long Wood (407) 834-9396

t

all night

®

Located across from U.C.F., .
next to the UC6 theaters

.We Deliver! · _
•

Saturday and Sunday night
5-lOpm
· $2.99 Pitchers
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hearsedandunnatural.
:
The choreographer must:
'l)h, ~
have fallen into a dreamiess sleep •
~ I/
when thinking of the dance num- •
·
uct - the surprise ending, and
pair.
ber for Rose and Herbie, played: by DEREK KRAUSE
instead
of trying to concentrate on
Widows'
Peak
moves
along
by Sam Hazell, when the two sang, • _A_x_is_fi_dm_c_r_it_ic_ _ _ _ _ __
· very smootWy. The gossipy pace, a wen-balanced plot and trying to
"Small World."
:
The orchestra made up for•
The basis of Widows' Peak, obviously due to the constant bick- develop his characters, he tries to
any ·lull in stage performances, : t~e latest British p.rod~ction from ering and chattering between the stir up the audience with a bunch
of procrastinated mystery.
though, as it ran through the score• director John lrvm, is a
Widows' Peak is
flawlessly.
: mysterious and antici100-minute set up
like
a
The audience broke into• pated secret of sorts. Barfor
a five-second
unexpected applause when the• ring some over-emphasis
to a bad joke.
punchline
group returned to the pit-after the: on the mysterious part, it
all
the
time it took to
For
intermission. I could not help but: -brings some us~al British
set
up,
I
wasn't
the least
notice the percussionist, Michael • humor along with an unIn
fact,
I was
impressed.
Montoya. He should consider• usual, yet quickly-paced,
relieved it was all over.
making a music video along the: film to a much and overWidows' Peak is like a
line of Harry Connick Jr.
• talked about end.
good
murder mystery
The most moving scene: . The fi~m be.gins
without
the murder, but
came at the end of Act I when• with fl mysterious widow
with
all
the confusi'on.
Mama Rose seems to bec~me to-: coming to the village of
And
when
you throw in
tally
psychotic
singing,: Kilshannon, Ireland,
the
comedic
performance
"Everything'sComingUpRoses." • ~her~,perc~edon topofa Joan P1owright stars in Widow 'sPeak
of
Joan
Plowright,
and
I was as fearful for Act II as the• hill, hes Widows' Peak.
some
senile
and
spaced-out
real Louise may have been when • The peak, intentionally named for dozens of women, makes Widows'
hermotherunreeledherdelusional: all the elderly widows living atop Peak lively and, at times, intrigu- women, I hope you too will stay
and see what the damn punchline
plans for Louise's future.
• the hill, welcomes a new member ing.
Oneaudiencemember who= · to their town, Mrs. Edwina
Unfortunately, Widows' is.
is also a UCF mother offer~d her• B~oome (Natasha Richardson). Peak, with all its sharp, witty and
critique: "It moved rlght along.
Edwi?a is taken in by Mrs; Doyle . fast-paced dialogue, never solves
was familiar with the story and• Coumhan (Joan Plowright), who any of the mystery it .insinuates;
they were very entertaining. Oh, : lit.erally rule~ over all the other instead it just keeps on adding
and it took real courage for the: widows, d~e m partto ~er wealthi- more. It captures the mystery of
strippers to do their parts."
• ness. Edwma soon fmds unrest its char.acters, but in dominating
Gypsy plays at the Civic: &n~beg~nsnumer.ousquarrelswith · thescriptwithmystery,eachcharone*= crap
Theatre through July 31. With the~ ~1ss 0 Har~ (M1~ ~arrow), who, acter is undefined, and all this
upcoming production Me and My• m her own nght, is JUSt as myste- myste~y between everyone gets to
four *'s excellent
Girl beginning on Sept. 15 and: rious as she is, a~d probably the be a turnoff. Somehow the direcrunning through Oct. 9. Tickets • 1re:;;a;;;;;s;;;;;on;::::fo;;;;;r;;;;;th;;;;;e=t=e=ns=1=on==be=t=w=e=e=n=th=e===to=r~g::::._o_t_c_au~g::::._h_t_u£_p-,--in_.::.::.th::..::.e-=f=in::..::.a:.:::...Ip!:_r::..::.o:.:d:_-___!~~~~~~~~~~~~
are a reasonable $15 for the full-: I
scale productions. .
•
For more. information call:
the Civic Theatre box office at•
896-7365. .
: -

•byANDIJOHNSON
:Axis theatre critic

'

fjfmitf

•
:
Gypsy Rose Lee is the
eepitome' of a Broadway musical
:that" has been enjoyed since its
eoriginal performance 35 years
•ago.
:
Having never experienced
•the production in any form, prior
:to this review, the play unrav•eled delightfully before me.
:
The story takes place in
•late 1920s through the early '30s
:and follows the life of an awk•ward girl, Louise Havoc, up:staged by her cute younger sis•ter, June. Both, however, were
: dominated by their mother.
•Louise eventually finds her own
:beauty,successandfreedomwith
' ' eher new identity as Gypsy Rose
:Lee.
•
Ethel Merman originated
•theioleofGypsy'smother,Rose,
:followed by Rosalind Russell,
:BetteMidlerand lastly, the Civic
e Theatre's Grace Boeken.
•
Interestingly enough,
:Boeken is a stage mother, in a
•literal sense, to her son Jay, who
:performs in a Wet..:n-Wild com•mercial and other projects in the
: Orlando area.
·
•
Broken's performance was
:good, but her voice was not as
estrong and powerful as Laurie
:Nettles, who plays Louise, and
eJessie Gummo, who plays Baby
: June.
•
The children in the play
:are adorable, and their acts are
•very show-tuney and funny.
•Some of the scenes with the chiledren, however, appeared too re-

I:

Widows' Peak

**j
=

•
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BEEPER

$6.99(permonth)

Direct Page
6584 University Blvd.

Orlando, Fl

(

677·- 1500

LASER GRUNGE
·r--------,
The Unforgettable·
Free
Movie!
U2
·
Laser Show
.... ____ _

16 000 Movies
' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK
The Largest, The Best With Over
30,000 Movies Per Store

The Besl' In All'ernal'lve Nlusic
Friday & Sal'urday: 9:00 & 1 0:00 p.m.

1

1

I

I

Rent Two Movies at ReRular Price and
~_
Receive
one Movie J'.reeT Please prese";Jnt
Couoon. Expires 7/30/94
\:

All Movies 2 for $3.00 Mon-Thurs.
Extra Days Only 94¢
*Pin:u Plaza 282-3666
726 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie)
*Kissimmee Square 931-0005
135 S E. Vine St (Corner of Vine & Michigan)
*Goodings Plaza 774-9119
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 434)
*Apopka 862-4441
3030 E. Semoran Blvd. (Hunt Club)
*Conway Shopping Center 282-5555
4400 A Curry Ford Rd. (Next to Publix)
*K-Mart Plaza 834-3666
6813 Hwy. 17-92 (Fern Park)
*Ameri~ana Plaza 857-0530
2053 American Blvd.
*Willow Creek Plaza 699-9119
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. ofTuscawilla)
•Westgate Shopping Center 294-4441
2761 N. Hiamssee Rd. (at Silver Star)
•university Square Plaza 657-8414
7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie)

...

Friday & Sat'urday: 1 1 :00 p.m.

PINK
FLOYD
Da_r k Side 0-1 The Moon
Friday & Sat'urday: Midnight'
COST FOR ALL SHOWS $ 6 - 5 0
Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis.
Prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
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Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel • , ....
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Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollin~ Street• Orl?ndo, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.
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Jordan's in town .as Barons down Cubs, 3-2

•

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

J

..

Once judge Kevin Duff
made his decision on the NBA
teams could begin to operate nor
mally. One way to do this was t
begin signing free agents.
Dominique Wilkins, 34
signed a three-year deal with. th
Boston Celtics for roughly $11 mil
lion. The Celtics renounced the·
rights to center Robert Parish to fi
Wilkins under the cap. Wilkins i
also a member of Dream Team
playing this summer.
Free agent forward Chuc
Person, who was let go by th
Timberwolves, was .picked up b
the San Antonio Spurs. He will fil
the $1.1 million salary slot vacate
by Dale Ellis.
Already troubled Jason Kid
made things even more difficult b
not showing up to the Dallas Mav
ericks' minicamp. Kidd, thesecon
overall pick in the draft, infuriate
Coach Dick Motta by not showin
up after he had promised to attend
eyen if he had to crawl on his stom
ach to get there.
Closer to home, the Orland
Magic were busy last week as well
They rolled out the red carpet in a
attempt to WOWHoraceGrantint
staying in Orlando. Grant has vis
ited several cities that he is inter
ested in, but Orlando is about th
only one that doesn't have an
money under the cap.
In baseba11, the Giants hav
remained hot picking up their 12t
win in 14 tries this past Sunday.
Also on a hot streak are the Toront
Blue Jays. Since the All-star break
the Jays have returned to Worl
Series form picking up their eight
straight win Sunday and rernainin
undefeated at Skydorne since th
break.
On the subject of Domes, th
Seattle Mariners are going to hav
to play all their games on the roa
for about the next 100 days. Fou
25-pound tiles fell from the roo
last week and forced the cancella
tion of the Orioles game. All 40,
tiles will be replaced.
Miami Dolphins coach Do
Shula singed a two-year contrac
extension worth an estimated $
million. He has the option of coach
ing through the end of the '96 sea
son, or if he chooses, he can qui
coaching and move upstairs to a
unspecified executive position.
The Predators started off in
coma Saturday night against th
Miami Hooters and only led 21-2
at the half. But the Preds turne
tlrings around in the second hal
and dominated on defense. Th
Preds pulled away 42-20 to im
prove to 9-0 on the season.
Heavyweight champio
Michael Moorer will be squarin
off with the 45-year-old Georg
Foreman on Nov. 5 for his first titl
defense of his WBA and IB
crowns, since he defeated Evande
Holyfield.
That's all for this week kids.

Monday evening at Tinker
Field in Orlando at roughly 7:00
was when the second corning took
place. The second coming of
Michael Jordan.
Jordan came to Orlando to
face the Orlando Cubs ( 12-18) for
the second time this season. The
Birmingham Barons (16-18) paid
a visit to their Southern League
brethren back in early May, and
their schedule dictated that they
make the trip once again.
This was the first game of .a
three game homestand for the
Cubbies, and what a game it was.
The Cubs fell reluctantly to the
Barons 3-2 in the 13th inning,
which lowered the Cubs already
dismal record in one-run games to
19-24.
"Our players seem to get
nervous when there are men in
scoring position, the opportunities are there- we just don't cash
in on them," said Orlando Cubs
manager Dave Trembly.
Trembly absolutely loathes
answering questions on Monday
evenings. This is due to the fact
that the Cubs suffer from the
Monday Jllues, going 3-10 on the
dreaded day so far this season.
With Jordan and the outcome aside, the Cubs had a few
lone bright spots. The Cubs did
out-hif the Barons 13-7, .and the
pitching performance turned in by
Amaury Telemaco was stellar. On
the offensive side it was Brooks
Keisctmick (2-4) with a solo blast,
and Ed Smith (2-4) with a double

and a single. The Cubs did not,
however, have the same luck in
the field, especially at first base
where Cubs first baseman Brant
Brown had the hat trick (three
errors).
Jordan did his best to help
the Cubs early on, going 0-4 be-

fore he finally got a hit on a bunt
down the first base line that
seemed to roll foul then suddenly
grip the line and pull itself fair
again. When the Barons scored
the winning run in the 13th, Jordan advanced to third base. Apparently he felt this was a good

SWANCEY/Future

Michael Jordan may have had something to do withthe
Orlando Cubs drawing their largest crowd of the season
thus far, 6,742 were in attendance to see the Barons 3-2 win.

place for a nap, because he got
caught asleep and a quick snap
throw from Mike Hubbard nailed
Jordan at third.
"The coaches told me he
was being aggressive on the base
paths, and then I noticed him way
off the bag," said Cubs catc)ler
Mike Hubbard. "I called for it and
we got him. Jordan is such a competitor that he doesn't know how
to not be aggressive."
·
Jordan drew quite a crowd,
in fact, the largest that Tinker Field
has seen this season: 6,742. The
Jordan fans in attendance had little
to cheer about, yet managed to
cheer anyhow. Jordan came into
the game hitting . below the
Mendoza line at .186, and managed to plummet even further by
the game's conclusion, down to
.184. After striking out on three
pitches, and fouling out next, Jordan drew a standing ovation for a
routine fly ball to center field.
Every putout Mr. Basketball made
was met with the same enthusiasm. Needless io .say, his bunt
single in the 13th brought down
the house.
Baseball players an_d
coaches -alike seem to be more
readily accepting Jordan into their
sport these days. They feel that
he's earned the respect, and ap-.
pears to be more comfortable both
at the plate and in the field.
"Jordan has come a long way
this season. I don't think anyone
should knock him simply because
he's earned his respect as an ath-

See JORDAN, page 15

Mary Kaufman named women's Assistant AD
o New Assistant
Athletic Di rector has
sights set on gender
equity for UCF
I

by JESSICA KARP
Staff writer

Although an exciting basketball season has long
been over
and a promising football season
has yet to begin, UCF
and its athletic program have
Kaufman
been in the
news quite a bit this summer.
A possible violation of the
Title IX gender equity law led to
this spring's investigation ofUCF
athletics, and the issue has been
making headlines ever since.
But every problem has a solution, and UCF is hoping Mary
Joy Kaufman will help solve its
problem.
Kaufman was recently

named Assistant Athletic Director for women's sports and brings
to this position a much-needed
background in both athletics and
gender equity issues.
Kaufman gained critic al experience-in athletics while working for UCF's Dean of Education
during the university's early years.
Since athletics was originally based in the education department, Kaufman became involved in recruiting athletic personnel and planning for the
school's first sports programs.
In 1981, Kaufman left athletics behind and became head of
personnel at the former Sheraton
Twin Towers in Orlando, .where
she gained valuable experience in
both equal opportunity and affirmative action issues.
After several years,
Kaufman decided to complete her
formal education. She returned to
UCF, where she worked in the
athletic department while finishing school and earning her degree.
Athletic Director, Steve
Sloan describes Kaufman as, " a
pleasant women who is very communicative." Communication will
certainly be a key factor in deciding if UCF is ti ever receive total
equity.

In 1991, Kaufman was
named Senior Woman Administrator, the NCAA's title for the
highest-ranking female in an athletic department.
Kaufman has worked
closely with Steve Sloan since he
took over as UCF's Athletic Director last year, and she describes
him as "very supportive of the
gender equity concepts."

''

It's a wonderful
oppurtunity to
be ... making part of
the social $tructure
better.
-Mary Joy Kaufman,
Asst. Athletic Director

Kaufman says she will be
able to utilize her prior experience
in her position.
"It is a wonderful opportunity to be instrumental in making
part of the social structure better.
It will be a real challenge and an
exciting responsibility."

In response to the accusations of inequality i~ the budgets
for men's and women's sports ,
Kaufman acknowledges that some
inequalities exist. However, she
insists that Sloan has been instrumental in getting the budgets balanced.
Steve Sloan has a plan that
should balance out the men's and
women's sports within two years
to at least 55% to 45% .
He feels that they can never
be totally even because women's
sports simply doesn't have anything equivalent to football.
Kaufman predicts that the
budgets will be balanced sometime within the next two years,
but adds that equal budgets do not
guarantee equal interest and attendance.
In order to have true equality for men's and women's sports;
Kaufman suggests "marketing
strategies need to be developed"
in order to promote women's
sports properly.
While women's sports have
a long way to go to equal men's
sports in both attendance and
popularity, Mary Joy Kaufman is
determined to give UCF every
possible opportunity to achieve
true gender equity in athletics.
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Dramatics are something baseball is not lacking
NAWf\JAL E:>b.AT
by JASON SWANCEY
Batgate is the most recent in a
ridiculous series of events that has
made the whole sport of baseball
look silly.
Batgate took place on the 15th
of August at Comiskey Parkin a series against the Chicago White
Sox(some people will do anything
for sole possesion of first place) when
SoxmanagerGeneLamontrequested
the confiscation and subsequent examination of The Indian's powerhitting Albert Belle.
The umpire(Dave Phillips)
took Belle's bat and locked it up in
his locker in the secured umpires
room so that after the game they
could X-ray it. This is when the
strange story took an even stranger
twist. Apparently while the game
was going on someone snuck through
the crawl space above the false ceiling, then managed to sneak into Mike
Hargrove's office, ·and from their
found their way into the umpires
locker room some 40 feet away. The .
bat was switched and it looks like the
work of a small player(Kenny
Lofton).
The Indians did however
managhe to locate and return the
proper bat the following day when
the FBI of baseball was called in take
this serious matter into their own
hands. On July 18th everyone's worst
fears came to life when it was found
that the bat had been tampered with,
and inside the Paul Sorrento classic
cork was found.
Belle's response to the whole
incident was that if he really used a

.;orked bat he would have 50
homeruns already at this point in
the season. That's a pretty light
response to a matter that will see
its day in court, Mr. Belle. The
only fitting response came from
Cleveland Indians first baseman,
Paul Sorrento. Who said that he
originally thought the bat was his,
but now that they've changed the
bat so many times they may have
to call in the high-court, Judge
Wapner.
The result of all this is that
Albert Belle has been suspended
by American League president
Bobby Brown for 10 days. The
suspension was suppose to begin
July 19th, however due to Belle's
appealing it he won't miss any
action at all until the actual hearing is held July 29th in New York.
For those of you who aren't
aware of how a bat is corked, as I
wasn't until only a few days ago,
I'll expplain it to you. Baseball
bats are corked by drilling a hole
one inch in diam~ter, and 6-10
inches deep, then filling it with

either cork or crushed rubber. The
reason this is done is so you don't
hear a hollow sound when the ball
is hit, and for that little extra pop
as well. The main objective of
corking a bat is to make it lighter
by replacing the wood in the meat
end of the bat with a lighter material so that the player can get his
bat around quicker getting on
fastballs he otherwise might miss.
The consensus seems to be that
the cork helps somewhat with distance too, although not as much as
people tend to think.
After they fill the bat they
then either plug the hole with wood
filler or glue the top of the bat
back on. All this carpentry equals
improved timing and bat speed.
The repercussions for this
will obviously be felt by the Indians. If they are without their best
powerhitter for 10 days they could
end up losing ground to the White
Sox when time is of the essence.
With a strike loomh1g large over
the baseball world, stoppage of

play may force the tight pennant
races of August and September to
take place now.
With all the theatrics in
baseball recently you would think
that the players and owners could
come together and act like human
beings to prevent a strike.
They need to forget about
corked bats because a lot of people
have been using them for a long
time, and a suspension isn't going to
stop it.
While their on the subject of
rectifying problems in baseball and
coming down on players with
lengthy suspensions, why don't they
establish a severe punishment for
those players·who run to the mound
as often as the trot to first base. This
problem is cause.cl by the inflated
egos of today's baseball players who
feel that a pitch anywhere near them
threatens their manhood, therefore
justifying their frequent trips to the
mound.
Baseball needs to stop and
look at itself. Then it needs to assess
its problems, and deal with them.

·Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel· comfortable with.

I'am Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provic;:led the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and comfortable care for over eight years.
And I'd like you to experience my pers<lmalized
care, too. So please accept my offer for jl
complete dental exam for only $24, arr $89
value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. students with Valid I.D.

George Yarko;D.D.S.
Certified: Denial Implant Proslhelics
Member: Ame11can D.:nlal Assoc1alion
, , If• r
Academy of General Denllslry, Academy for
SportS Denustry. Flonda Dental Assoc1auon,
Greater Orlando Dental Society
Team Dentist: University of Central Florida

~

..----------------------.

$24 complete dental exam and consulta~ion
(an $89 value) includes:

Health history taken• Check for loose fillings or
crowns• Check gums for disease• Oral cancer
screening• Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment ·recommendations
Call today, because Jhis offer ends 12/30/94

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

It is our office polu:y char the pauent and any other person responsible for pa)'ment has the nght to refuse lo JX\)', cancel p.~l)'ment, or be reimbursed for pa) ment for M) other sen·1ce, examination, or treatment"" hich 1s performed "s .:1 result of •.ind"" ithin i2 hour\ ()f
~
responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatment

FutuTe classifieds.
Quick. E·as_y~ Cheap.
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UCF profes$or bums rubber for fun
by ROBERT SANDERS
Staff writer

.

•

..

•

•

•

Auto racing is becoming
popular and is moving to the forefront of American sports. UCF has
it's own faculty contributing and
helping to propel the sport into the
spotlight. Dr. Robert Hoekstra, the
man who has dedicated his life to
industrial engineering both in and
out of the classroom, can now be
found out of the classroom and on
the track.
For those who are not familiar with Hoekstra, he is an assistant
professor in the engineering department at the University of Central
Florida. When he is not teaching in
the classroom, he can usually be
found at the race track, drag racing
his 1950 Chevy pickup truck.
He is currently doing research
on high performance engines and
alternative fuels; and uses his extensive knowledge of drag racing to aid
him in his research. What he learns
on the track, he brings back for
research, and what he learns in the
laboratory, he tests on the race track.
The research Hoekstra is doing on alternative fuels is to come up
with a very clean burning renewable fuel. Within the last couple of
months, they have come up with a
fuel that is the cleanest burning fossil fuel ever discovered. The fuel is
a combination of natural gas and
hydrogen. Hoekstra claims, "A car
running on this fuel is cleaner than
an electric car."
Some feel if this fuel gets
adopted it will eliminate the pollution problem in the United States.
Ted Cedros, who has worked with

thealternativefuelssaid, ''This won't
beintroduceduntiltheyear2,000,
but definitely a cleaner fuel." It
will also reduce the number of
gasoline and oil imports that could
makeadifferenceintheeconomy.
"The alternative fuels have
thepotentialofwhatisgoingonin
the U.S. today," said Hoekstra.
Hoekstra is also trying to
increase the efficiency of the internal combustion engine. He's
doing this by changing the intake
and cam design of the engine to
reduce the amount of air moving
through the intake. Reduced air in
the intake equals more power to
the engine.
Hoekstra, who has been doing research for a numberof years
said, "We can combine doing some
fun things as well as doing some
very good serious research."
Hoekstra currently competes in the local and regional
basis, and plans to run some meets
this summer in Cincinnati, Ohio
and Bowling Green, Kentucky in
the nationals of his class, superstreet.
His Chevy is not quite fast
enough to be in the super-gas class,
even though his truclc creates more '
horsepower then the majority of
the cars he races again~t on the
drag strip.
"The vehicle is so heavy and
has the aerodynamics of a barn
door that is very difficult to get
this vehicle to pickup quickly,"
Hoekstra said.
The 1950 Chevy pickup is
so immense that if the engine was
placed in a Camaro, the car would

almost literally be flying. The
truck goes 0 to 60 mph in 1.8
seconds and does 125 mph in the
endofaquarter.Peopledon'thave
to be familiar with racing to know
that's quite fast.
Thepartsfortheenginecost
up to $30,000. Luckily for
Hoekstra, the majority of the parts
were donated. With all this knowledge of racing and research,
Hoekstradoesn'tshareit with any
his students. He does, however,
have some graduate students
working with him and helping him
with some of the research. UCF is
the only school which is specifically doing high performance research on engines.
The ultimate goal of all this
research is to make a 700 horsepower engine. If he reaches this
goal, then Hoekstra will become
the first to accomplish such a feat.
"We are neck and neck with
the best of the NASCAR teams
right now," Hoekstra stated.
His car creates as much
horsepower as the cars you see in
the Daytona 500. In fact, some of
the horsepower gains that the r.acing world is now awakening to are
·due to his intense research.
Despite all the fun that
Hoekstra is having with this research, he is making serious environmental advancements as well.
Not only is he putting in the time
to ultimately develop a faster car,
but he's putting in the effort to
help pre·vent some serious pollution problems the U.S. will have
to deal with in the near future.
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lete and no one can take that away
from him," said Trembly.
This momentous game even
brought out Peter Vescey, a nationally syndicated basketball columnist, and the first and last word
in the NBA. He said he was there
just to see what Jordan's got, a11d
unfortunately he didn't see much.
Obviously Vescey would like to
see Jordan return to basketball,
but realistically he d.o esn' t think it
will happen.
"I feel confident he will not
return to basketball. I believed
him since the day he retired, that
was it," Vescey commented.
Jordan's future in baseball
remains uncertain. But his future
in basketball remains even
cloudier, although the offers continue to pour in.
As of Monday evening, the
Boston Celtics offered the Chicago Bulls future draft picks just
for the right to talk to Jordan.
Vescey has his own opinion on
where Jordan might end up.
"Some believe he'll go back
to Pheonix to win one more title
and hang out with (Charles)
Barkley. The only credibility is
that he is going to Mesa for the
instructional league, and they are
going to play golf everyday."
While speculation continues to grow, Jordan's batting average continues to drop.

The only way to end both
would be for Michael Jordan to retire from baseball and go back to

.

.doing what he does best--- play basketball. Give .up th~ wood for the
hardwood.
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Student Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
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Jdrdan had a rough evening at the plate Monday, going 15 in a subpar performance. His average dropped to .184.

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday--Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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